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The term gangsta refers to the predatory
nature of pimps who will take their clients to
a bar and then order them to get into a gang

fight with their competition. The pimp’s
gambit requires escalating violence, often

escalating ‘rape’, often escalating the level of
degradation, all in order to build the pimp’s
ego. Gangsta not only creates a hierarchical
space, it is imbued with an air of romance. In

reality, pimping is a predatory and violent
business. The woman who pays for a lap-

dance and then may be kidnapped by
another client is assaulted not because of the

client but because of the pimp. And even if
she does escape, she is charged with assault,

not pimping. One might think that some of
the increased psychological safety and

confidence that learners might feel as a result
of pimping may lead to better overall
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learning. Certainly, this is true for some
topics. In a survey of medical students, Chan,

Dwyer, and colleagues found that 14% of
students reported feeling more confident

about a clinical topic after being pimped [ 7 ].
However, the survey results also found that

learners can feel humiliated and that the
power dynamic in some cases may be

skewed. In addition, as the authors
acknowledge, the more psychologically safe
learners feel in their learning environment,

the more likely they will feel confident in their
learning. The lack of psychological safety in a
learning environment can therefore lead to

inappropriate learning behaviors as well as a
lack of motivation [ 11 ]. The epilogue

includes a couple of questions and offers an
opportunity to hear 2Pac. The flow of things is

pretty smooth and simple. After the first
song, Kendrick stays silent for a couple of

minutes, during which time he also pimp my
gun full version appears to upload the album.

The album is released to YouTube almost
immediately and soon after iTunes and

Beatport. If you havent already, watch the
video for Step In The Arena (the cover to
PWYH), and you might as well watch the
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whole thing because it is short, sweet and
2Pac-esque.
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In the case of the U.S., the association
between pimp and race has a long history [

13 ]. To see how historically, we must look to
the work of the German philosopher Gottfried

Wilhelm Leibniz. Leibniz (1646-1716) gave
the following definition: ‘A member of a pimp

family is a person who voluntarily uses his
property to prostitute his person so as to

financially benefit another person, family or
community, or all of these’ [ 13 ]. By using

the word pimp, Leibniz was analysing a very
specific gender non-conforming power
dynamic. In this power relationship, the

economically and politically marginalized
individual was not only prostituting their

person for personal gain, but they also were
not allowed to determine their own

relationship with their partner. While
providing an erotic, fetishised objectification
of his patrons and strippers, Slickback is no
pimp. He is not the non-profit operators of

Pimp Without a Badge. Rather, he is the CEO
of a prostitution service: the only difference is
the legal ramifications. This disclaimer needs
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to be made clear so as to avoid the confusion
that surrounds most prostitution laws (e.g.,
commercial sex workers are not protected
under de facto prostitution laws but under
domestic violence laws). In all states that

regulate prostitution, female sex workers are
generally protected from violent men, yet I

have never come across a pimp who is also a
woman. The reason for this is simple: pimping
is a position of power and often a position of
violence. Gangsta refers to the simple fact

that pimps target high-risk customers (police,
drug-dealers, ‘gate keepers’, etc.)
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